
APPLICATION GUIDE, FEBRUARY 3, 2022 
EPISODE 115: DISC - THE C 

The greatest mystery in life is the person looking back at you in the mirror. Kevin Geer and 
Justin Stewart discuss how the DiSC assessment tool gives you permission to be yourself. 
Tune in to this episode to learn more about the compliant, analytical, and perfectionistic type C 
personality. 

THE C IS COMPLIANT, ANALYTICAL, AND A PERFECTIONIST 

OBSERVATION OF A C: 
◦ Buying stuff - slow, lots of research, fact-finders 
◦ Conflict - avoid 
◦ Body language - reserved, arms folded 
◦ Email and Text - direct, to the point, lots of data  
◦ Rules - by the book, they know the rules 
◦ Stress relief - alone time

  

VALUE OF A C: 
◦ Conscientious -they take their work personally. 
- Extension of themselves 
◦ Loyal and dedicated - they give their best ability. 
◦ Best drivers - research proves this. 
◦ Maintain high standards: 
- Committed to making things better. 
- Takes a “D” idea and make it work. 
◦ Asks the right questions. When answering, have proof for what you believe. Don’t give 

gross observations. 
- If a C is asking a question they are complimenting your idea.  
- You don’t always have to answer their question. They just want to make sure the 

question is being asked. 
- They are processing the information through questions. 

HOW TO TALK TO A C: 
◦ Prepare your case in advance. 
◦ Be direct and task-oriented. 
◦ Give them time to process. 
◦ If you disagree, be prepared to back it up. 
◦ Allow them their space. They have a bubble. 

WHERE TRUTH LEADS TO JOY AND ADVENTURE



ADVICE TO ALL C’S: 
◦ Perfection is not the goal. 
- Go relisten to the podcast on the Good Enough Line: Episode 107. 
- Give yourself a break. 
- Embrace some of the mess of life. 
◦ You are perfectly screwed up. 
◦ Yea but…paralysis by analysis. 

APPLICATION: 
1. Type C’s, we need your analytical deep thinking. We need you to ask the questions. 
2. Get to know the type C’s in your life.  
◦ See their value.  
◦ Point it out. 
◦ Lean into them. 
◦ Give them grace. 

RESOURCES: 
◦ DiSC Assessment 
◦ Strengths Finder 2.0 by Tom Rath

WHERE TRUTH LEADS TO JOY AND ADVENTURE


